
Welcome to the Leadership Caffeine Jam Session!

Dedicated to the proposition:
We're smarter together!

Ideas & Interaction without
the Slides or Pitches

Joining Us:

Julie Winkle Giulioni

Promotions are So Yesterday:
Rethink Career Development/Help

Employees Thrive

Releasing: March 8, 2022

Jam Question: What does
"career" mean to you?

(Use chat/reply
to everyone)

more than a job

profession

path of success

defined growth

dignity

opportunity to
make a difference

fulfillment

calling

passion

loving what you do

progression of
learning and leading

a job I love doing

niche in the world of work

service

opportunity for progress

challenge and growth

something you would do
even if you weren't paid

making an impact
work agenda and

relationships

journey where you offer
your expertise...

creating leaders

inspiration being valued

There's a problem with how we've
been thinking about career development in our
organizations and as managers and employees.

tail, leg, air, miss the.
entirety of the beast

Career Development
is the Elephant

We've had a small view to
what careers are...

careers don't have to follow a
particular trajectory

I've heard it called a
career lattice

What's Happening? (Situation Analysis)

Retention and recruitment
are top challenges for
many organizations.

Evidence of "The Great
Reshuffle" is all around us.

People in all professions and vocations
are rethinking their priorities and looking

for MORE in their careers

This search for MORE transcends generations
from Z to Boomers

Idea of "career"
is changing

The pressure is on organizations & managers to
find fresh approaches to support employee

career development

flexibility and lifestyle have
become important

Great resignation a forced period
of time for us all to reflect

Jam Question: What are you
seeing/feeling/experiencing when it comes to

retention and recruitment?

Three BIG Points
from Julie

1. There's a compelling business
case for career development

2. "Career development, growth, and learning are among
the top reasons employees accept, remain in, or leave a

role and research bears this out."

3."In many organizations, career development is simply not
working--or not working as well as it needs to. 

It's not happening! Are you fully satisfied with the
development you are getting now?

25% level of
satisfaction
worldwide:

"Pretirement" 

I think it's also important for leaders to create a
culture of learning and the expectation that it is

important to take the time

94% would stay longer if they were
being invested in: LInkedIn Poll

7.9x more likely to leave if they don't feel
they have opportunities to grow

Train your people so well they can
leave, but treat them so well they

stay. - Richard Branson!

what are the big payoffs from
investing in career development

equals being ready
for opportunities

organization/individual

drives
engagement/retention/productivity/bottom

line

human case

Career Development: Getting to Know the Whole Elephant

POLL QUESTION: Which one of the 8 is most interesting to you right now?
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What Can We Do as Managers to
Help Get Career Development Right

for Our Team Members?

Jam Question: Your ideas and practices?

time and training
for managers

lunch and learns

Quarterly Employee Touchpoints
versus annual reviews

online ed/virtual events....

Bi-weekly one on ones!

small group training...

THINK ABOUT IT: "Historically, managers have
been beholden to the "climb" or promotion track to

support career development."

Julie's ideas: 

career development
is a relationship

engage in relationship
building behaviors

historically: CD is one and done...compliance
mode; real development...is constant/ongoing...

thread through everything...

Make CD a "
bespoke cocktail"

Bespoke development...what's the
unique cocktail of these 8 dimensions

that creates the experience of development that people are looking for

Get to know the
whole person

As leaders...what is
our role in this... As managers/leaders...we

are the facilitator....

Take the time to
unpack the learning!

"Pity to have had the experience and
miss the learning" ee Cumming

Create a pause...
we're doing development...they don't

recognize it...shine the light on it

reflect and learn, you have lots of time to turn
your experience into your story

THINK ABOUT IT: "Contemporary development is a
journey that evolves through countless

(frequently small) moments that come together
over time to create rich and multidimensional

careers?"

What Can We Do as Individuals to Get to
Know the Whole Elephant?

Jam Question: Your ideas?

Some Added Thoughts
& A Case Study & Resources

Internalize: you
own your career!

At this moment in time, consider
which of the dimensions other than

"climb" are important for you!

Engage your manager; share your
interests; offer ideas/suggestions

Grow your
internal/external

networks

Seek out "
Gray-Zone"

opportunities

Know yourself; superpowers; best self

Design your "next" instead of bouncing like a
pinball from situation to situation

Hint: there's a
process for this! (Career Reinvent Framework)

Determination

Self-Discovery

Exploration

Experimentation

Preparation

Launch

Mitigates
risk/promotes

learning

Make sure you have one or
more Swim Buddies

The Case of Jon

Definitely has "Climb" as a
long-range ambition

Was feeling
stale in his tightly defined position

Shared his interests in exploring consulting with his manager

challenge

contribution

connectionThey figured out that Jon could
provide consulting expertise to other

departments and units

Manager facilitated
introductions...as word spread, demand grew

Jon worked across units and ultimately was
offered a role in their innovation group functioning
as a consultant to the divisions around the globe

What will you put to work?

Contribution

Competence

Connection

Confidence

Challenge

Contentment

Choice

Climb

Closing Thoughts & Our Next Session!

THINK ABOUT IT: "If you're a manager who would like to elevate
engagement, unlock discretionary effort, inspire greater job
satisfaction, or improve performance with your employees,

career development is the strategy for you."  -Julie Winkle Giulioni

Join Me on 3/11 at
Noon Central!

We have the ability as
managers and

employees to influence
all of these...except

climb

What do the
results say to

you?

Julie's research

Contribution #1...
across all ages

Competence #2
across all ages

People feel a value; they
want to build cathedrals

can develop
where you are!

surprise from the research

climb was dead last!

comment: Most career development discussions
seem to focus mainly on climb

for 20 somethings...choice
was last...climb above it

How can we change the
dynamics of our discussions?

mindmap=simplemind


